Cryogenic detectors with superconducting tunnel junctions can provide an energy resolution improved by at least one order of magnitude compared with standard semiconductor detectors. While the detection principle was already demonstrated many years ago, the past years were dedicated to the transition from the laboratory sample to practical detectors. Our most favored detector design gives rise to tunnel junctions with electrodes of unequal energy gaps. In such hetero tunnel junctions bias conditions can be established which cause a negative signal current. We report the experimental verification of this effect, and we discuss the yield of charge signal of cryogenic detectors based upon superconducting tunnel junctions.
INTRODUCTION
Superconducting tunnel junctions are used in a very wide field of applications. One of these applications is cryogenic detectors for particle and astrophysics [ 1, 2] . After initial experiments which demonstrated the feasibility of the detection scheme it was necessary to transform the devices from laboratory samples to reliable detectors [3] . The most commonly used detector design gives rise to tunnel junctions with electrodes of unequal energy gaps which causes the phenomenon discussed in this paper.
A superconducting tunnel junction consists of two metal films which are separated by a thin tunnel barrier. Superconducting materials exhibit an energy gap in the excitation spectrum of single electrons when cooled below a material-specific critical temperature 
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To. Below Tc, the electrons which occupied the energy range within the gap condense to Cooper pairs. Energy deposition in the tunnel junction causes the creation of quasipartictes by breaking of Cooper pairs. These quasiparticles, in excess to those already thermally excited, cause an excess tunnel current. We operate our tunnel junctions at a temperature of less than 1/10 of Tc in order to avoid thermally excited quasiparticles as much as possible. Then, the excess tunnel current is roughly proportional to the density of excited quasiparticles. The proportionality constant )'r, however, contains all details of the tunnel process and is also a function of bias voltage. We will show that ~/r may become zero or even negative.
Detectors based upon silicon have indeed reached their maximum resolving power, and a significant improvement is only possible by reducing the amount of energy required to create one charge carrier [4] . Since the energy gap in superconducting materials is smaller by more than three orders of magnitude compared with standard semiconductor detector materials, superconductors appear suitable for this purpose. Although superconducting tunnel junction detectors produce more charge than semiconductor devices for an equal amount of deposited energy, the electronic noise charge associated with these detectors reduces their advantage somewhat.
Meanwhile, we have electronics available which were designed to match the properties of our tunnel junctions with regard to optimal signal to noise ratio. Provided the full charge produced in the detector is measured, the fluctuations of the signal introduced by electronics should be comparable to those caused by the statistics of the quasiparticle creation. It should be possible to improve the energy resolution for Xray detectors from presently AE= 119 eV (FWHM) at 5.89 keV for semiconductor devices to less than 6 eV by using superconducting tunnel junctions. At present, however, quite often less charge signal than expected is actually detected. One reason for this reduced signal arises from the tunneling processes possible in superconducting tunnel junctions with electrodes of unequal energy gaps. In our most favored detector design, the tunnel junction electrodes are both made of aluminum, but due to the proximity effect the energy gaps are modified (see Fig. 1 ). The aluminum tunnel junctions in earlier experiments had no additional layers attached. Thus, the electrodes of these tunnel junctions exhibited equal energy gaps A for both electrodes. The tunnel rate constants were calculated for small excess densities of quasiparticles and for low operating temperatures (T-,0). These constants exhibit only a simple dependence on bias voltage VB, and the signal of the detector has always a unique polarity. The tunnel rate constants for tunneling from left to right 7rrL and reverse ?rR are given by [5] I A+eV~ ?'rL, R--4e2NNRNNAdL, R x/(A + e VB)2_ ~_ ~ (I) NN, RNN, A, and dLR are the single-spin density of states in the normal conducting state at the Fermi level, the resistance of the tunnel junction for voltages V>>2A/e, the area across which tunneling is possible and the thickness of the electrode from which the tunnel process orginates, respectively. The entire detector geometry is shown in Fig. 1 . A superconducting thin film of tantalum acts as absorber for X-rays. Quasiparticles created therein propagate by diffusion to the attached aluminum tunnel junctions where they get trapped due to the lower energy gap of the tunnel junction material. The details pertaining to quasiparticle trapping and the detector itself have been published elsewhere [3] . Here, we will discuss the charge yield which is measured by the amount of electrical charge crossing the tunnel barrier. The yield is a measure which describes the efficiency of the tunnel junction for converting excess quasiparticles in the left layer (cf. Fig. 2 ) into a charge signal.
TUNNEL PROCESSES IN HETEROSTRUCTURES
In tunnel junctions with electrodes of unequal energy gaps an important consequence for detector applications is that the tunnel rate constant may be much smaller than expected. This could also explain a reduced signal charge in X-ray detectors based upon superconducting tunnel junctions.
We will now discuss the different tunnel processes which can occur in tunnel junctions with materials of equal energy gaps for both electrodes (At=A,) and those with unequal energy gaps (AI~A,.). Figure 2 shows the various tunnel processes. The left layer of the tunnel junction is connected to electrical ground. Thus, increasing bias voltage corresponds to a lowering of the Fermi level of the right electrode. The directions of quasiparticle and electron currents are compiled in Table I .
Since excited quasiparticles relax to the gap edge within a very short time and since the operating temperature in our case is very low, the quasiparticles
